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TUV/DEKRA EV Charging Cable 
Type: EV07E2QC4Q-H 
 
Application: 
The cable is used for EV charging device and charging output, or the vehicle charging control system with signal control 

function such as charging saturation safety alarm. 

 
Physical Characteristics 
� Resistant to cold, abrasion, oil, chemical, water and UV. 

� ROSH and REACH complied 

� Resistant to external load pressure and thermal stress 

� Complied to TUV 2PfG 1908 Vertical flame propagation test 

� Excellence oil resistance (Mineral oil, fuel, and gasoline)  

� Excellence UV resistance (pass TUV 2 PfG 1908)  

� Excellence cold resistance (pass TUV 2 PfG 1908) 

� Excellence Mechanical strength, sheath tensile strength up to 25Mpa, complied 2 PfG1908 mechanical test. 

� Excellence EMI, EMC Anti-electromagnetic interference 

 
Characters: 
Character Specification 

Working temperature -40℃~50℃/90℃ max. 

Rated Voltage AC 450/750V, DC 1000V 

Permitted S/C temperature 250℃/5 sec. 

 
Cable Construction table: 

Size Conductor 

N X mm 

Insulation 

mm 

Sheath 

mm 

Material Anneal stranded copper IEC 60228 Class6 TPE 90℃ TPU 90℃ 

2~5 X 1.0 sqmm 65/0.15 3.1 11.9 ~14.8 

2~5 X 6.0 sqmm 190/0.2 5.6 17.3~21.6 

2~5 X 10.0 sqmm 323/0.2 7.0 21.4~27.1 

2~5 X 16.0 sqmm 513/0.2 8.3 23.8~31.0 

4 X 25.0 sqmm 798/0.2 10.1 33.6 

3~4 X 35.0 sqmm 1121/0.2 11.3 33.8~37.1 

�Signal wire is optional. 
PLEASE NOTE: For the reason of product improvement, HKcable may make improvements or changes in the products, the programs or 

services described at any time without notice. Moreover, the information contained herein may include typo or technical errors. Changes 

will be periodically made to address any such issues. All specifications, drawings, designs, plans and particulars of size, weight and 

dimensions contained in the data sheet or commercial documentation of HKcable is indicative only and shall not be binding on HKcable 

or be treated as constituting a representation on the part of HKcable. 
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TUV/DEKRA EV Charging Cable 
Type: EV07E2Q-H 
 
Application: 
The cable is used for EV charging device and charging output, or the vehicle charging control system with signal control 

function such as charging saturation safety alarm. 

 
Physical Characteristics 
� Resistant to cold, abrasion, oil, chemical, water and UV. 

� ROSH and REACH complied 

� Resistant to external load pressure and thermal stress 

� Complied to TUV 2PfG 1908 Vertical flame propagation test 

� Excellence oil resistance (Mineral oil, fuel, and gasoline) 

� Excellence UV resistance (pass TUV 2 PfG 1908) 

� Excellence cold resistance (pass TUV 2 PfG 1908) 

� Excellence Mechanical strength, sheath tensile strength up to 25Mpa, complied 2 PfG1908 mechanical test. 

 
Characters: 
Character Specification 

Working temperature -40℃~50℃/90℃ max. 

Rated Voltage AC 450/750V, DC 1000V 

Permitted S/C temperature 250℃/5 sec. 

 
Cable Construction table: 

Size Conductor 

N X mm 

Insulation 

mm 

Sheath 

mm 

Material Anneal stranded copper IEC 60228 Class6 TPE 90℃ TPU 90℃ 

2~5 X 1.0 sqmm 65/0.15 3.1 9.5 ~12.4 

2~5 X 6.0 sqmm 190/0.2 5.6 14.5~18.8 

4~5 X 10.0 sqmm 323/0.2 7.0 22.4~23.9 

2~4 X 16.0 sqmm 513/0.2 8.3 21.2~25.6 

4~5 X 25.0 sqmm 798/0.2 10.1 30.0~33.1 

5 X 50.0 sqmm 1586/0.2 13.3 42.9 

�Signal wire is optional. 
PLEASE NOTE: For the reason of product improvement, HKcable may make improvements or changes in the products, the programs or 

services described at any time without notice. Moreover, the information contained herein may include typo or technical errors. Changes 

will be periodically made to address any such issues. All specifications, drawings, designs, plans and particulars of size, weight and 

dimensions contained in the data sheet or commercial documentation of HKcable is indicative only and shall not be binding on HKcable 

or be treated as constituting a representation on the part of HKcable. 

Sheath 

Conductor 

Signal wire 

Insulation 
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TUV/DEKRA EV Charging Cable 
Type: EV07EEC4E-H 
 
Application: 
The cable is used for EV charging device and charging output, or the vehicle charging control system with signal control 

function such as charging saturation safety alarm. 

 
Physical Characteristics 
� Resistant to cold, abrasion, oil, chemical, water and UV. 

� ROSH and REACH complied 

� Resistant to external load pressure and thermal stress 

� Complied to TUV 2PfG 1908 Vertical flame propagation test 

� Min. Bending radius: 5XOD 

� Excellence oil resistance (Mineral oil, fuel, and gasoline) 

� Excellence UV resistance (pass TUV 2 PfG 1908) 

� Excellence cold resistance (pass TUV 2 PfG 1908) 

� Excellence EMI, EMC Anti-electromagnetic interference 

 
Characters: 
Character Specification 

Working temperature -25℃~50℃/70℃ max. 

Rated Voltage AC 450/750V, DC 1000V 

Permitted S/C temperature 200℃/5 sec. 

 
Cable Construction table: 

Size Conductor 

N X mm 

Insulation 

mm 

Sheath 

mm 

Material Anneal stranded copper IEC 60228 Class6 TPE 70℃ TPE 70℃ 

2~5 X 1.0 sqmm 65/0.15 3.1 12.7 ~15.9 

4~5 X 10.0 sqmm 323/0.2 7.0 28.1~30.1 

3~5 X 16.0 sqmm 513/0.2 8.3 28.7~34.2 

3~4 X 25.0 sqmm 798/0.2 10.1 33.8~37.0 

2~3 X 50.0 sqmm 1586/0.2 13.3 40.4~42.9 

�Signal wire is optional. 
PLEASE NOTE: For the reason of product improvement, HKcable may make improvements or changes in the products, the programs or 

services described at any time without notice. Moreover, the information contained herein may include typo or technical errors. Changes 

will be periodically made to address any such issues. All specifications, drawings, designs, plans and particulars of size, weight and 

dimensions contained in the data sheet or commercial documentation of HKcable is indicative only and shall not be binding on HKcable 

or be treated as constituting a representation on the part of HKcable. 

Sheath 

Bedding 

Shielding 

Conductor 

Insulation 

Signal wire 
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TUV/DEKRA EV Charging Cable 
Type: EV07EE-H 
 
Application: 
The cable is used for EV charging device and charging output, or the vehicle charging control system with signal control 

function such as charging saturation safety alarm. 

 
Physical Characteristics 
� Resistant to cold, abrasion, oil, chemical, water and UV. 

� ROSH and REACH complied 

� Resistant to external load pressure and thermal stress 

� Complied to TUV 2PfG 1908 Vertical flame propagation test 

� Min. Bending radius: 5XOD 

� Excellence oil resistance (Mineral oil, fuel, and gasoline) 

� Excellence UV resistance (pass TUV 2 PfG 1908) 

� Excellence cold resistance (pass TUV 2 PfG 1908) 

 
Characters: 
Character Specification 

Working temperature -25℃~50℃/70℃ max. 

Rated Voltage AC 450/750V, DC 1000V 

Permitted S/C temperature 200℃/5 sec. 

 
Cable Construction table: 

Size Conductor 

N X mm 

Insulation 

mm 

Sheath 

mm 

Material Anneal stranded copper IEC 60228 Class6 TPE 70℃ TPE 70℃ 

2~5 X 1.0 sqmm 65/0.15 3.1 10.5 ~13.3 

2~3 X 6.0 sqmm 190/0.2 5.6 15.9~17.7 

4~5 X 10.0 sqmm 323/0.2 7.0 25.0~27.0 

2~3 X 16.0 sqmm 513/0.2 8.3 24.0~25.5 

4~5 X 35.0 sqmm 1121/0.2 11.3 36.5~40.7 

2~3 X 50.0 sqmm 1586/0.2 13.3 35.8~38.3 

�Signal wire is optional. 
PLEASE NOTE: For the reason of product improvement, HKcable may make improvements or changes in the products, the programs or 

services described at any time without notice. Moreover, the information contained herein may include typo or technical errors. Changes 

will be periodically made to address any such issues. All specifications, drawings, designs, plans and particulars of size, weight and 

dimensions contained in the data sheet or commercial documentation of HKcable is indicative only and shall not be binding on HKcable 

or be treated as constituting a representation on the part of HKcable. 

Sheath 

Conductor 

Signal wire 

Insulation 
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UL EV Charging Cable 
Type: EV 
 
Application: 
The cable is used for EV charging device and charging output, or the vehicle charging control system with signal control 

function such as charging saturation safety alarm. 

 
Physical Characteristics 
� Resistant to cold, abrasion, oil, chemical, water and UV. 

� Complied to UL 2556 VW-1 flame test 

� Excellence oil resistance (Mineral oil resistant IRM902) 

� Excellence UV resistance (pass UL 2556) 

� Excellence cold resistance (pass UL 2556 -40℃ cold bending test) 

� Min. Bending radius: 5XOD 

 
 
Characters: 
Character Specification 

Rated temperature 60℃、70℃、90℃、105℃ 

Rated low temperature -40℃ 

Rated Voltage 600V 

Permitted S/C temperature 200℃/5 sec. 

 
Cable Construction table: 

Size 

AWG 

Conductor 

N X mm 

Insulation 

mm 

Sheath 

mm 

Material Anneal stranded copper  CPE  CPE 

2~4 x 18  16/0.254 2.8 9.8~10.8 

2~5 x 12 65/0.254 4.8 13.8~18.2 

2~5 x 6 266/0.254 8.4 23.4~30.2 

2~5 x 2 665/0.254 11.5 30.7~39.5 

�Signal wire is optional, shielded by anneal tinned copper 
PLEASE NOTE: For the reason of product improvement, HKcable may make improvements or changes in the products, the programs or 

services described at any time without notice. Moreover, the information contained herein may include typo or technical errors. Changes 

will be periodically made to address any such issues. All specifications, drawings, designs, plans and particulars of size, weight and 

dimensions contained in the data sheet or commercial documentation of HKcable is indicative only and shall not be binding on HKcable 

or be treated as constituting a representation on the part of HKcable. 

Sheath 

Conductor 

Signal wire 

Insulation 
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UL EV Charging Cable 
Type: EVJ 
 
Application: 
The cable is used for EV charging device and charging output, or the vehicle charging control system with signal control 

function such as charging saturation safety alarm. 

 
Physical Characteristics 
� Resistant to cold, abrasion, oil, chemical, water and UV. 

� Complied to UL 2556 VW-1 flame test 

� Excellence oil resistance (Mineral oil resistant IRM902) 

� Excellence UV resistance (pass UL 2556) 

� Excellence cold resistance (pass UL 2556 -40℃ cold bending test) 

� Min. Bending radius: 5XOD 

 
 
Characters: 
Character Specification 

Rated temperature 60℃、70℃、90℃、105℃ 

Rated low temperature -40℃ 

Rated Voltage 300V 

Permitted S/C temperature 200℃/5 sec. 

 
Cable Construction table: 

Size 

AWG 

Conductor 

N X mm 

Insulation 

mm 

Sheath 

mm 

Material Anneal stranded copper  CPE  CPE 

2~6 x 18  16/0.254 2.8 7.2~10.1 

2~6 x 16 26/0.254 3.1 7.8~11.8 

2~6 x 14 41/0.254 3.5 8.6~13.0 

2~6 x 12 65/0.254 4.0 10.4~15.2 

�Signal wire is optional, shielded by anneal tinned copper 
PLEASE NOTE: For the reason of product improvement, HKcable may make improvements or changes in the products, the programs or 

services described at any time without notice. Moreover, the information contained herein may include typo or technical errors. Changes 

will be periodically made to address any such issues. All specifications, drawings, designs, plans and particulars of size, weight and 

dimensions contained in the data sheet or commercial documentation of HKcable is indicative only and shall not be binding on HKcable 

or be treated as constituting a representation on the part of HKcable. 

Sheath 

Conductor 

Signal wire 

Insulation 
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UL EV Charging Cable 
Type: EVE 
 
Application: 
The cable is used for EV charging device and charging output, or the vehicle charging control system with signal control 

function such as charging saturation safety alarm. 

 
Physical Characteristics 
� Resistant to cold, abrasion, oil, chemical, water and UV. 

� ROSH complied 

� Complied to UL 2556 FT2 flame test 

� Excellence oil resistance (Mineral oil resistant IRM902) 

� Excellence UV resistance (pass UL 2556) 

� Excellence cold resistance (pass UL 2556 -40℃ cold bending test) 

� Min. Bending radius: 5XOD 

� Excellence thermal stress (pass UL 2556) 

 
 
Characters: 
Character Specification 

Rated temperature 90℃、105℃ 

Rated low temperature -40℃ 

Rated Voltage 600V 

Permitted S/C temperature 200℃/5 sec. 

 
Cable Construction table: 

Size 

AWG 

Conductor 

N X mm 

Insulation 

mm 

Sheath 

mm 

Material Anneal stranded copper  TPE  TPE 

2~4 x 18 16/0.254 2.8 9.8~10.8 

2~5 x 12 65/0.254 4.8 13.8~18.2 

3 x 10 105/0.254 5.5 16.5 

2~5 x 6 266/0.254 8.4 23.4~30.2 

4~5 x 2 665/0.254 11.5 36.8~39.5 

�Signal wire is optional, shielded by anneal tinned copper  
PLEASE NOTE: For the reason of product improvement, HKcable may make improvements or changes in the products, the programs or 

services described at any time without notice. Moreover, the information contained herein may include typo or technical errors. Changes 

will be periodically made to address any such issues. All specifications, drawings, designs, plans and particulars of size, weight and 

dimensions contained in the data sheet or commercial documentation of HKcable is indicative only and shall not be binding on HKcable 

or be treated as constituting a representation on the part of HKcable. 

Sheath 

Conductor 

Signal wire 

Insulation 
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UL EV Charging Cable 
Type: EVJE 
 
Application: 
The cable is used for EV charging device and charging output, or the vehicle charging control system with signal control 

function such as charging saturation safety alarm. 

 
Physical Characteristics 
� Resistant to cold, abrasion, oil, chemical, water and UV. 

� ROSH complied 

� Complied to UL 2556 FT2 flame test 

� Excellence oil resistance (Mineral oil resistant IRM902) 

� Excellence UV resistance (pass UL 2556) 

� Excellence cold resistance (pass UL 2556 -40℃ cold bending test) 

� Min. Bending radius: 5XOD 

� Excellence thermal stress (pass UL 2556) 

 
 
Characters: 
Character Specification 

Rated temperature 90℃、105℃ 

Rated low temperature -40℃ 

Rated Voltage 300V 

Permitted S/C temperature 200℃/5 sec. 

 
Cable Construction table: 

Size 

AWG 

Conductor 

N X mm 

Insulation 

mm 

Sheath 

mm 

Material Anneal stranded copper  TPE  TPE 

2~6 x 18 16/0.254 2.8 7.2~10.1 

2~6 x 16 26/0.254 3.1 7.8~11.8 

2~6 x 14 41/0.254 3.5 8.6~13.0 

2~6 x 12 65/0.254 4.0 10.4~15.2 

�Signal wire is optional, shielded by anneal tinned copper  
PLEASE NOTE: For the reason of product improvement, HKcable may make improvements or changes in the products, the programs or 

services described at any time without notice. Moreover, the information contained herein may include typo or technical errors. Changes 

will be periodically made to address any such issues. All specifications, drawings, designs, plans and particulars of size, weight and 

dimensions contained in the data sheet or commercial documentation of HKcable is indicative only and shall not be binding on HKcable 

or be treated as constituting a representation on the part of HKcable. 

Sheath 

Conductor 

Signal wire 

Insulation 
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UL EV Charging Cable 
Type: EVT 
 
Application: 
The cable is used for EV charging device and charging output, or the vehicle charging control system with signal control 

function such as charging saturation safety alarm. 

 
Physical Characteristics 
� Resistant to cold, abrasion, oil, chemical, water and UV. 

� ROSH complied 

� Complied to UL 2556 VW-1 flame test 

� Excellence oil resistance (Mineral oil resistant IRM902) 

� Excellence UV resistance (pass UL 2556) 

� Excellence cold resistance (pass UL 2556 -40℃ cold bending test) 

� Min. Bending radius: 5XOD 

� Excellence thermal stress (pass UL 2556) 

 
 
Characters: 
Character Specification 

Rated temperature 60℃、75℃、90℃、105℃ 

Rated low temperature -40℃ 

Rated Voltage 600V 

Permitted S/C temperature 200℃/5 sec. 

 
Cable Construction table: 

Size 

AWG 

Conductor 

N X mm 

Insulation 

mm 

Sheath 

mm 

Material Anneal stranded copper  Anti UV PVC Anti UV PVC 

2~4 x 18 16/0.254 2.8 9.8~10.8 

2~3 x 12 65/0.254 4.8 13.8~15.0 

3 x 10 105/0.254 5.5 16.5 

2~5 x 6 266/0.254 8.4 23.4~30.2 

4~5 x 2 665/0.254 11.5 36.8~39.5 

�Signal wire is optional, shielded by anneal tinned copper  
PLEASE NOTE: For the reason of product improvement, HKcable may make improvements or changes in the products, the programs or 

services described at any time without notice. Moreover, the information contained herein may include typo or technical errors. Changes 

will be periodically made to address any such issues. All specifications, drawings, designs, plans and particulars of size, weight and 

dimensions contained in the data sheet or commercial documentation of HKcable is indicative only and shall not be binding on HKcable 

or be treated as constituting a representation on the part of HKcable. 

Sheath 

Conductor 

Signal wire 

Insulation 
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UL EV Charging Cable 
Type: EVJT 
 
Application: 
The cable is used for EV charging device and charging output, or the vehicle charging control system with signal control 

function such as charging saturation safety alarm. 

 
Physical Characteristics 
� Resistant to cold, abrasion, oil, chemical, water and UV. 

� Complied to UL 2556 VW-1 flame test 

� Excellence oil resistance (Mineral oil resistant IRM902) 

� Excellence UV resistance (pass UL 2556) 

� Excellence cold resistance (pass UL 2556 -40℃ cold bending test) 

� Min. Bending radius: 5XOD 

� Excellence thermal stress (pass UL 2556) 

 
 
Characters: 
Character Specification 

Rated temperature 60℃、75℃、90℃、105℃ 

Rated low temperature -40℃ 

Rated Voltage 300V 

Permitted S/C temperature 200℃/5 sec. 

 
Cable Construction table: 

Size 

AWG 

Conductor 

N X mm 

Insulation 

mm 

Sheath 

mm 

Material Anneal stranded copper  Anti UV PVC Anti UV PVC 

2~6 x 18 16/0.254 2.8 7.2~10.1 

2~6 x 16 26/0.254 3.1 7.8~11.8 

2~6 x 14 41/0.254 3.5 8.6~13.0 

2~6 x 12 65/0.254 4.0 10.4~15.2 

�Signal wire is optional, shielded by anneal tinned copper  
PLEASE NOTE: For the reason of product improvement, HKcable may make improvements or changes in the products, the programs or 

services described at any time without notice. Moreover, the information contained herein may include typo or technical errors. Changes 

will be periodically made to address any such issues. All specifications, drawings, designs, plans and particulars of size, weight and 

dimensions contained in the data sheet or commercial documentation of HKcable is indicative only and shall not be binding on HKcable 

or be treated as constituting a representation on the part of HKcable. 

Sheath 

Conductor 

Signal wire 

Insulation 


